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¿Y TÚ DE QUIÉN ERES?
Red wine enssamblage
WINE GROWING AREA
without D.O. Manchuela area
GRAPE VARIETY
Many varieties in the same plot: bobal,
marisancho, teta de vaca, pedro juan,
moravia agria, moravia dulce, cegivera,
rojal, valencin, albillo...
SOIL AND VINEYARD
Small plots planted with several local
grape varieties.
The aim of this ensamblage in the
vinayards was to ensure the yield every
year, as for vitners, grapes and wine were
important for the household economy
and feeding.
Sustainable management. Old bush vines
grown in drought in danger of extinction.
WINEMAKING
Minimal intervention at the winery,
Artisanal and traditional winemaking.
Haverst picking by hand and sorting in
the vineyards and after in the winery.
Entire bunches fermentation in small
tanks of 5 hL.
Aged with its lees in tinaja, stainless
steel tanks and oak barrels.
CROWDFOUNDED WINE
Crowdfunding is a way of funding a
project by raising amounts of money from
individual people.
This wine is born gratias to all those people
(gratias mecenas) who believed and trust in
us and the project.
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ETHICAL WINE
For us it means the wine which is
cultivated, made and sold from
the respect, honesty, happiness
and hope of all those people who work
with us and those who will drink it.
We develop a responsible project,
conscious and respectful with society
and the environment.
WHY ¿Y TÚ DE QUIÉN ERES?
When old peopple meets young guys at
the villages, they used to ask: Wich family
do you belong to? this is the way witch
they know the original familiy. our wine is
like that: artesanal wine, old friends and
olso many old varieties.
TASTING AND GASTRONOMY
Tasting: An easy-drinking wine, velvet
flow and thought to be shared.
Gastronomy: paired with traditional meals:
smashed eggs with ham, spanish
omelette, fried chicken with garlic.
5300 bottles approximately
This wine is suitable for vegans
and vegetarians

Bodegas Gratias
Familia y Viñedos
Calle A, 12, 02200
Casas Ibañez
Albacete, Spain
T +34 676 599 583
+34 96 118 27 37
www.bodegasgratias.com

